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Introduction 

Environmental protection, particularly issues related to the climate change, has become recently more 
and more frequently the theme of both policy makers discussion and scientific research activities around 
the world. Forest ecosystems are an important source of biomass and make significant contribution to 
the global carbon budget and the mitigation of climate changes. In this context inventory of the forest 
biomass can be used as a tool (intermediate step) to assess carbon storage. A commonly used method to 
determine tree biomass applies empirical allometric biomass equations. An alternative solution includes 
biomass expansion/conversion factors. Because the estimation of carbon stock can be done with 
different methods, which has a strong impact on the results (Neumann et al., 2016). The aim of this 
study was to compare the forest carbon results using two different approaches: empirical allometric 
biomass equations and general methodology proposed by international guidelines for the FAO and the 
UNHCCC carbon reporting (IPCC). 

Materials and methods 

All measurements within Polish NFI are taken during a 5-year cycle (20% of sample plots are measured 
annually). The first cycle of the inventory started in 2005. Polish NFI sample plots are arranged into 
clusters and grouped into blocks of five (Tomppo et al., 2010). The research material was collected 
during the second cycle of NFI. Analyses were carried out according to relatively homogenous tree 
species groups (TSG). Comparison was done for the total carbon content both on the sample plot level 
and for all Polish forests based on the mean carbon stock and area occupied by each TSG.  

Results 

The summary for total carbon storage shows that the difference in the results depending on the method 
can be as high as 100.1 million Mg, which corresponds to 11% of the total carbon storage assessed based 
on empirical allometric biomass equations. Indicated differences between analysed methods depend on 
the tree species groups age structure. 

Conclusion 

The analysed methods differed in terms of tree species groups and the stand age structure. The use of 
local solutions taking into account parameters such as stand age or local formulas especially on a large 
scale is worth consideration. Among compared methods, only empirical allometric biomass equations 
allow to determine biomass/carbon storage directly at a single tree level. In addition, these calculations 
are obtained based on the measurement data or simple conversions, which minimize the errors of the 
results.  
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